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CHAPTER 10 Shear of Beams



Beams, as we saw in Chapter 3, are subjected to loads which induce internal shear forces in the planes of their cross-sections. These shear forces are distributed in a manner that depends to a large extent upon the geometry of the beam section. We shall now investigate this distribution of shear stress, beginning with the general case of an unsymmetrical section.



10.1 Shear stress distribution in a beam of unsymmetricaI section Consider an elemental length, 6 z , of a beam of arbitrary section subjected to internal shear forces S,and S, as shown in Fig. 10.1(a). The origin of the axes xyz coincides with the centroid G of the beam section. Let us suppose that the lines of action of S, and S, are such that no twisting of the beam occurs (see Section 10.4). The shear stresses induced are therefore due solely to shearing action and are not contributed to by torsion. Imagine now that a ‘slice’ of width bo is taken through the length of the element. Let r be the average shear stress along the edge, bo, of the slice in a direction perpendicular to bo and in the plane of the cross-section (Fig. 10.1(b)); note that r is not necessarily the absolute value of shear stress at this position. We saw in Chapter 7 that shear stresses on given planes induce equal, complementary shear stresses on planes perpendicular to the given planes. Thus, T on the cross-sectional face of the slice induces shear stresses T on the flat longitudinal face of the slice. In addition shear loads, as we saw in Chapter 3, produce internal bending moments which, in turn, give rise to direct stresses in beam cross-sections. Therefore on any filament, 6 A ‘ , of the slice there is a direct stress (T, at the section z and a direct stress (T, + (ao,/az)6z at the section z+ 6z (Fig. 10.1(b)). The slice is therefore in equilibrium in the z direction under the combined action of the direct stress due to bending and the complementary shear stress, r. Hence



r b , 6 z + J A’ which, when simplified, becomes (10.1)
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Fig. 10.1 Determination of shear stress distribution in a beam of arbitrary crosssection



We shall assume (see Section 9.8) that the direct stresses produced by the bending action of shear loads are given by the theory developed for the pure bending of beams. Therefore, for a beam of unsymmetrical section and for coordinates referred to axes through the centroid of the section O L=



J7r My -y + -x 1.1



Hence



ao,



--



aZ



aM., y aZ t,



(Le. Eq. (9.30))



1,



am,



x



---+A-



aZ t,



From Section 9.9



aivy - am, - = s,, - = s, aZ



’



ao, a-



aZ



- = - y + -S,x



so that



3.l t,



t,



Substituting for ao,/az in Eq. (10.1) we obtain ob, =



s,. dA‘+ I IA,7 , y



A‘



whence



s



.=-I s



bo I.,



A‘



s.x x dA’ I,



yd~’+bo 1,



1,.



x dA’



( 10.2)



The slice may be taken so that the average shear stress in any chosen direction can be determined.
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10.2 Shear stress distribution in symmetrical sections Generally in civil engineering we are not concerned with shear stresses in unsymmetrical sections except where they are of the thin-walled type (see Sections 10.4 and 10.5). ‘Thick’ beam sections usually possess at least one axis of symmetry and are subjected to shear loads in that direction. Suppose that the beam section shown in Fig. 10.2 is subjected to a single shear load S,. Since the y axis is an axis of symmetry, it follows that I,, = 0 (Section 9.6). Therefore Eqs (9.59) and (9.60) reduce to and Eq. (10.2)becomes



s,= s, = 0, z=-



S) = S )



I,.y dA’



s, bolt



(10.3)



Clearly the important shear stresses in the beam section of Fig. 10.2 are in the direction of the load. To find the distribution of this shear stress throughout the depth of the beam we therefore take the slice, bo,in a direction parallel to and at any distance y from the x axis. The integral term in Eq. (10.3) represents, mathematically, the first moment of the shaded area A‘ about the x axis. We may therefore rewrite Eq. (10.3)as



S, A ’ j



(10.4) bo], where j is the distance of the centroid of the area A’ from the x axis. Alternatively, if the value of j is not easily determined, say by inspection, then jA y dA’ may be found by calculating the first moment of area about the x axis of an elemental strip of length b, width 6 y l , (Fig. 10.2),and integrating over the area A’. Equation (10.3) then becomes z=-



.=-I s,



’“UT



bnl, ’



Fig. 10.2



bYldY,



Shear stress distribution in a symmetrical section beam



(10.5)



262 Shear of beams Either of Eqs (10.4) or (10.5) may be used to determine the distribution of vertical shear stress in a beam section possessing at least a horizontal or vertical axis of symmetry and subjected to a vertical shear load. The corresponding expressions for the horizontal shear stress due to a horizontal load are, by direct comparison with Eqs (10.4) and (10.9, T=-



5 bel, ' s,



S,A'.f



r =-



bo 1)



-Imi



bx, dx,



(10.6)



in which bo is the length of the edge of a vertical slice.



Example 10.1 Determine the distribution of vertical shear stress in the beam section shown in Fig. 10.3(a) due to a vertical shear load S,. In this example the value of j for the slice A' is found easily by inspection so that we may use Eq. (10.4). From Fig. 10.3(a) we see that bo=b,



Hence



I , = - ,bd 123



At=h(f3,



z=12s,



b2d3



,=+(:+y)



(;);(;)



b--y



- --+y



which simplifies to



6S, d' r = -bd ( T3 - y 2 )



(10.7)



The distribution of vertical shear stress is therefore parabolic as shown in Fig. 10.3(b) and varies from r = 0 at y = +d/2 to r = r,,,,, = 3S,/2bd at the neutral = 1 . 5 ~ where ~ ~ . zav,the average axis ( y = 0) of the beam section. Note that zmdx vertical shear stress over the section, is given by zdv= S,/bd. Example 10.2 Determine the distribution of vertical shear stress in the I-section beam of Fig. 10.4(a) produced by a vertical shear load, S,.



Fig. 10.3 Shear stress distribution in a rectangular section beam
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Fig. 10.4 Shear stress distribution in an I-section beam



It is clear from Fig. 10.4(a) that the geometry of each of the areas A,' and A,' formed by taking a slice of the beam in the flange (at y = y,) and in the web (at y = y,), respectively, are different and will therefore lead to different distributions of shear stress. First we shall consider the flange. The area A,' is rectangular so that the distribution of vertical shear stress, rf, in the flange is, by direct comparison with Ex. 10.1,



-(-



r f =S,. B D -Yf)(; BI, 2 or



+Yf)



2



S,(f-y:)



rf=



(10.8)



2I.,



where I , is the second moment of area of the complete section about the centroidal axis Gx and is obtained by the methods of Section 9.6. A difficulty arises in the interpretation of Eq. (10.8) which indicates a parabolic distribution of vertical shear stress in the flanges increasing from rf = 0 at y , = * D / 2 to a value



s



2



'



r f =- ( D - d - )



(10.9) 8I, at y, = +-d/2.However, the shear stress must also be zero at the inner surfaces ab, etc., of the flanges. Equation (10.8) therefore may only be taken to give an indication of the vertical shear stress distribution in the flanges in the viciniry of the web. Clearly if the flanges are thin so that d is close in value to D then rf in rhe j7unges at the extremities of the web is small, as indicated in Fig. 10.4(b). The area A; formed by taking a slice in the web at y = y , comprises two rectangles which may therefore be treated separately in determining A'? for the web.
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[.( -) (- + -) +



S, 2 D - d l ,I.,



2



2



d



D



t,



(p ), +:( -y



+ yw)]



2



which simplifies to (10.10)



or



cw = -



(10.11)



Again the distribution is parabolic and increases from (10.12) given by at y , = *d/2 to a maximum value, rw,max, rw,,,, = -



[8:w



”’I



(0’- d ’ ) + 8



(10.13)



at y = O . Note that the value of ow at the extremities of the web (Eq.(10.12)) is greater than the corresponding values of c f by a factor B / t w . The complete distribution is shown in Fig. 10.4(b). The value of T~,,,, (Eq. (10.13)) is not very much greater than that of ow at the extremities of the web. In design checks on shear stress values in I-section beams it is usual to assume that the maximum shear stress in the web is equal to the shear load divided by the web area. In most cases the result is only slightly different from the value given by Eq. (10.13). A typical value given in Codes of Practice for the maximum allowable value of shear stress in the web of an I-section, mild steel beam is 100 N/mm’; this is applicable to sections having web thicknesses not exceeding 40 mm. We have been concerned so far in this example with the distribution of vertical shear stress. We now consider the situation that arises if we take the slice across one of the flanges at x ” s f as shown in Fig. 10.5(a). Equations (10.4) and (10.5) still apply, but in this case bo= t,. Thus, using Eq. (10.4),



where r f l his) the distribution of horizontal shear stress in the flange. Simplifying the above equation we obtain (10.14) Equation (10.14) shows that the horizontal shear stress varies linearly in the flanges from zero at xf= B / 2 to S , ( D + d ) B / 8 I ,at xf = 0.
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Fig. 10.5 Distribution of horizontal shear stress in the flanges of an I-section beam



We have defined a positive shear stress as being directed away from the edge bo of the slice towards the interior of the slice (Fig. lO.l(b)). Since Eq. (10.14) is always positive, then r f ( h ) in the lower flange is directed towards the outer edges of the flange. By a similar argument q ( h ) in the upper flange is negative since 1 is negative for any slice and rf(,,)is therefore directed towards the web. The distribution is shown in Fig. 10.5(b). From Eq. (10.12) we see that the shear stress at the extremities of the web multiplied by the web thickness is S, B S B r w t w = - - ( D + d ) ( D - d ) = 2 - ( D +d)2rf I, 8 I., 8



(10.15)



The product of horizontal flange stress and flange thickness at the extremities of the web is, from Eq. (10.14)



S,. B



rf(,,)tf= - - (D+ d ) t f



(10.16)



I., 8



Comparing Eqs (10.15) and (10.16) we see that rwtw



= 2.rf(h,tf



(10.17)



The product stress x thickness gives the shear force per unit length in the walls of the section and is known as the shear flow, a particularly useful parameter when considering thin-walled sections. In the above example we note that r f ( h ) t f is the shear flow at the extremities of the web produced by considering one half of the complete flange. From symmetry there is an equal shear flow at the extremities of the web from the other half of the flange. Equation (10.17) therefore expresses the equilibrium of the shear flows at the web/flange junctions. We shall return to a more detailed consideration of shear flow when investigating the shear of thin-walled sections.



266 Shear of beams In ‘thick’ I-section beams the horizontal flange shear stress is not of great importance since, as can be seen from Equation (10.17), it is of the order of half the magnitude of the vertical shear stress at the extremities of the web if t, = t,. In thin-walled I-sections (and other sections too) this horizontal shear stress can produce shear distortions of sufficient magnitude to redistribute the direct stresses due to bending, thereby seriously affecting the accuracy of the basic bending theory described in Chapter 9. This phenomenon is known as shear lug.



Example 10.3 Determine the distribution of vertical shear stress in a beam of circular cross-section when it is subjected to a shear force S, (Fig. 10.6). The area A’ of the slice in this problem is a segment of a circle and therefore does not lend itself to the simple treatment of the previous two examples. We shall therefore use Eq. (10.5) to determine the distribution of vertical shear stress. Thus



I,””by, dYl



(10.18)



7= SS



bo 1.r



RD~



I, = -



where



(Eq. (9.40))



64



Integration of Eq. (10.18) is simplified if angular variables are used; thus, from Fig. 10.6, bo = 2 x



D



- COS 0, 2



b =2 x



D



D



- COS 4, 2



YI



= - sin 4,



2



D



dyl = - COS 4 d$ 2



Hence Eq. ( 10.18) becomes 2=



l6 ”



nD2cos 0



If



cos‘ 4 sin I$ de



Fig. 10.6 Distribution of shear stress in a beam of circular cross-section



Strain energy due to shear Integrating we obtain



r=



16S,
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[



--cof$]:



xD2cos 8 which gives 16S,, r=. COS‘



e



3x0’ 2



But



cos2 e = 1 -sin 2 e = 1 -



(42)



Therefore



‘5 =



2 % (1 - $) 3xD2



(10.19)



The distribution of shear stress is parabolic with values of r = 0 at y = +D/2 and r = r,,, = 16S,/3xD2 at y = 0, the neutral axis of the section.



10.3 Strain energy due to shear Consider a small rectangular element of material of side 6 z , 6y and thickness t subjected to a shear stress and complementary shear stress system, r (Fig. 10.7(a)); r produces a shear strain y in the element so that distortion occurs as shown in Fig. 10.7(b), where displacements are relative to the side CD. The horizontal displacement of the side AB is y6y so that the shear force on the face AB moves through this distance and therefore does work. If the shear loads producing the shear stress are gradually applied, then the work done by the shear force on the element and hence the strain energy stored, 6U, is given by



6U = ;rt 6zy 6 y or



6U = ;yt 6 z 6y



Now y= r/G, where G is the shear modulus and r 6z 6y is the volume of the element. Hence 1 r2 6U = - - x volume of element 2 G



Fig. 10.7 Determination of strain energy due to shear
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The total strain energy, U,due to shear in a structural member in which the shear stress, z, is uniform is then given by T2



U = - x volume of member 2G



(10.20)



10.4 Shear stress distribution in thin-walled open section beams In considering the shear stress distribution in thin-walled open section beams we shall make identical assumptions regarding the calculation of section propenies as were made in Section 9.6. In addition we shall assume that shear stresses in the plane of the cross-section and parallel to the tangent at any point on the beam wall are constant across the thickness (Fig. 10.8(a)), whereas shear stresses normal to the tangent are negligible (Fig. 10.8(b)). The validity of the latter assumption is evident when it is realized that these normal shear stresses must be zero on the inner and outer surfaces of the section and that the walls are thin. We shall further assume that the wall thickness can vary round the section but is constant along the length of the member. Figure 10.9 shows a length of a thin-walled beam of arbitrary section subjected to shear loads S, and S, which are applied such that no twisting of the beam occurs. In addition to shear stresses, direct stresses due to the bending action of the shear loads are present so that an element 6s x 6z of the beam wall is in equilibrium under the stress system shown in Fig. 10.10(a). The shear stress T is assumed to be positive in the positive direction of s, the distance round the profile of the section measured from an open edge. Although we have specified that the thickness t may vary with s, this variation is small for most thin-walled sections so that we may reasonably make



Fig. 10.8 Assumptions in thin-walled open section beams



Fig. 10.9



Shear of a thin-walled open section beam
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Fig. 10.10 Equilibrium of beam element



the approximation that t is constant over the length 6s. As stated in Ex. 10.2 it is convenient, when considering thin-walled sections, to work in terms of shear flow to which we assign the symbol q(=.st). Figure 10.10(b) shows the shear stress system of Fig. 10.10(a) represented in terms of q. Thus for equilibrium of the element in the z direction



( :)



o1+---6z



( ; : ) ab:



t6s-ab,t6s+ q+-6s



aq as



which gives



-+t-=o



6z-q6z=O



(10.21)



aZ



Again we assume that the direct stresses are given by Eq. (9.30), so that



ab, am, aZ aZ



y



am,, x



-=--+A-



I.,



az



I,



which becomes ab1



s,. s,



-=-y+-x



aZ



I,



(Section 9.9)



I?



Substituting in Eq. (10.21) we obtain



aq -_ - - s,. r y - - ts, _ x as



I., I, Integrating this expression from s = 0 (where q = 0 on the open edge of the section) to any point s we have



: Ji -



qs=- -



s



I



J’txds (10.22) I, 0 The shear stress at any point in the beam section wall is obtained by dividing the shear flow q, by the appropriate wall thickness. Thus Tr = -



tyds--



Si 1; ty d s - St ,I,,J; tx ds I.,



(10.23)



t.5



Note the similarity to Eq. (10.2) for the shear stress distribution in a ‘thick’ beam.
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Example 10.4 Determine the shear flow distribution in the thin-walled Z-section beam shown in Fig. 10.1 1 produced by a shear load S, applied in the plane of the web. The origin for our system of reference axes coincides with the centroid of the section at the mid-point of the web. The centroid is also the centre of antisymmetry of the section so that the shear load, applied through this point, causes no twisting of the section and the shear flow distribution is given by Eq. (10.22) in which



-



s,



=



-



s,



s,=



, 1 - I . ~ , ~ /I I, . ~



4,I.& 1 - I . ~ , ~ I/ I, . ~



(1)



The second moments of area of the section about the x and y axes have previously been calculated in Ex. 9.10 and are h 3t I , = -, 3



h 't



I,=-,



12



I =--



h3t



.'?'



8



Substituting these values in Eq. (i) we obtain



S,= 2-28 S,, S., = 0.86 S, whence, from Eq. (10.22),



s, q3 = - h3



J' (6.84 y + 10.32 x ) ds o



On the upper flange AB, y = -h/2 and x = h/2 - s, where OS s, s h/2. Therefore



I



AB = " SA (10.32 SA - 1*74h)dSA h3 o



which gives



AB =



s (5.16~A2 - 1.74hS~) 3 P



h



Fig. 10.11 Beam section of Ex. 10.4



(ii)



Shear stress distribution in thin-walled open section beams 27 1 Thus at A(s, = 0). 4, = 0 and at B(s, = h/2), qB= 0.42SJ/h. Note that the order of the suffixes of q in Eq. (ii) denotes the positive direction of q(and s,). An examination of Eq. (ii) shows that the shear flow distribution on the upper flange is parabolic with a change of sign (i.e. direction) at s A = 0 - 3 4 h . For values of sAGtd s = f



f



de



-as d s + - l p dz Rds



$ ds



s=s,



= [w],,,



de



+ - 2A dz



The axial displacement, w, must have the same value at s = 0 and s = sr Therefore the above expression reduces to de _ - - f 1- d s dz



2A



q.s Gt



(10.28)



For shear loads applied through the shear centre, de/dz = 0 so that O=



4 1 -ds Gt .r



which may be written



Hence



(10.29)



If G is constant then Eq. (10.29) simplifies to



(10.30)
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Example 10.6 A thin-walled, closed section beam has the singly symmetrical, trapezoidal cross-section shown in Fig. 10.19. Calculate the distance of the shear centre from the wall AD. The shear modulus G is constant throughout the section. The shear centre lies on the horizontal axis of symmetry so that it is only necessary to apply a shear load S, through S to determine xs. Furthermore the axis of symmetry coincides with the centroidal reference axis Gx so that ZA,= 0, = S, and 3, = S,= 0. Equation (10.24) therefore simplifies to



s,



qs = -



5 I’ tY ds + 1 ,



(9



95.0



O



Note that in Eq. (i) only the second moment of area about the x axis and coordinates of points referred to the x axis are required so that it is unnecessary to calculate the position of the centroid on the x axis. It will not, in general, and in this case in particular, coincide with S . The second moment of area of the section about the x axis is given by I , = 12x600) 12



+



8 ~ 3 0 +2[,nm 0 ~ 12



(



1 150+-~



800 I5O



r1 ds



from which I , = 1074 x lo6 mm4. Alternatively, the second moment of area of each inclined wall about an axis through its own centroid may be found using the method described in Section 9.6 and then transferred to the x axis by the parallel axes theorem. We now obtain the qb shear flow distribution by ‘cutting’ the beam section at the mid-point 0 of the wall CB. Thus, since y = s, we have 9bo= ~-



s, I,



InsA SA dSA



which gives qbOB



=



-



s,



A



1,



Fig. 10.19 Closed section beam of Ex. 10.6
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(ii)
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Thus For the wall BA where y = 150 + 150sB/800



from which (iii)



which gives qb.AD = - A (3600s~ - 6scZ+ 189 x S S



io')



1.1-



(iv)



The remainder of the qbdistribution follows from symmetry. The shear load S, is applied through the shear centre of the section so that we must use Eq. (10.30) to determine qS,n.Now ds



600



2x800 +-+--



IT=12



10



300



- 247.5



8



Hence



Substituting for qb.oB, respectively, we obtain



qb.AD



and



in Eq. (v) from Eqs (ii), (iii) and (iv),



+J;Y(300ic- 1 sC-,+ i m Xio.)n,,] 12



from which -L S x



11



1.04 x 106



Problems 281 Taking moments about the mid-point of the wall AD we have



(Id,,



syX, = 2



78640, dsA +



Inm 294qBA dSB)



(vi)



+ qx.”we rewrite Q. (vi) as Noting that qos = qb.oB+ qx.o and qBA= qb.BA



sx=’ Y



S



[I:”



2I:



786(-4sA2 + 1-04 X lo6) dsA



+I



R M I



294(-1500sB -



n



g



SB*



+ 0.95 X



1



lo6) dSB



(Vii)



Integrating Eq. (vii) and eliminating S , gives x s = 282 mm.



Problems P.10.1 A cantilever has the inverted T-section shown in Fig. P.10.1. It carries a vertical shear load of 4 kN in a downward direction. Determine the distribution of vertical shear stress in its cross-section. Ans.



(44’- y 2 ) N/mm2. In flange: z = 0.004 (262- yz) N/mm2.



In web:



T = 0.004



Fig. P.10.1



P.10.2 An I-section beam having the cross-sectional dimensions shown in Fig. P.10.2 cames a vertical shear load of 80 kN. Calculate and sketch the distribution of vertical shear stress across the beam section and determine the percentage of the total shear load camed by the web. Ans.



-



z (base of flanges) = 1 1 N/mm*, T



z (ends of web) = 1 1 .O N/mm’,



(neutral axis) = 15.7 N/mm’, 95.5%.
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Fig. P.10.2



P.10.3 A doubly symmetrical I-section beam is reinforced by a flat plate attached to the upper flange as shown in Fig. P.10.3. If the resulting compound beam is subjected to a vertical shear load of 200 kN, determine the distribution of shear stress in the portion of the cross-section that extends from the top of the plate to the neutral axis. Calculate also the shear force per unit length of beam resisted by the shear connection between the plate and the flange of the I-section beam. Ans.



r (top of plate) = 0 r (bottom of plate) = 0.69 N/mm2 r (top of flange) = 1.36 N/mm2 r (bottom of flange) = 1.79 N/mm2 r (top of web) = 14.3 N/mm2 (neutral axis) = 15.25 N/mm2 Shear force per unit length = 272 kN/m.



'5



Fig. P.10.3



P.10.4 A timber beam has a rectangular cross-section, 150 mm wide by 300 mm deep, and is simply supported over a span of 4 m. The beam is subjected to a two point loading at the quarter span points. If the beam fails in shear when the total of the two concentrated loads is 180 kN, determine the maximum shear stress at failure. Ans.



3 N/mm'.
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P.10.5 A beam has the singly symmetrical thin-walled cross-section shown in Fig. P.10.5. Each wall of the section is flat and has the same length, a, and thickness, t. Determine the shear flow distribution round the section due to a vertical shear load, S,, applied through the shear centre and find the distance of the shear centre from the point c. Ans.



qAB= 3s,(2asA - S ~ ~ / 2 ) / 1 6sin Q ~a qBc= 3S,(3/2



+ sB/a- ~ ~ ~ / 2 a * ) / sin 1 6 aa



S.C. is 5a cos a/8 from C.



Fig. P.10.5



P.10.6 Define the term ‘shear centre’ of a thin-walled open section and determine the position of the shear centre of the thin-walled open section shown in Fig. P.10.6. Ans. 2.66r from centre of semicircular wall.



Fig. P.10.6



P.10.7 Determine the position of the shear centre of the cold-formed, thinwalled section shown in Fig. P.10.7. The thickness of the section is constant throughout. Ans. 87.5 mm above centre of semicircular wall.
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Fig. P.10.7



P.10.8 Determine the position of the shear centre of the cold-formed, thinwalled channel section shown in Fig. P.10.8. Am.



1-24rfrom mid-point of web.



Fig. P.10.8



Fig. P.10.9
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P.10.9 The thin-walled channel section shown in Fig. P.10.9 has flanges that decrease linearly in thickness from 2to at the tip to t o at their junction with the web. The web has a constant thickness to. Determine the distribution of shear flow round the section due to a shear load S, applied through the shear centre S. Determine also the position of the shear centre. AnS. AB = S,f,h(sA- sA’/4d)/I, qBc = S~o(hsB- sB* + 3hd/2)/21, where I , = r,h2(h + 9d)/12, h/2 from mid-point of web. P.10.10 Calculate the position of the shear centre of the thin-walled unsymmetrical channel section shown in Fig. P. 10.10. Am. 23.3 mm from web BC. 76-5 mm from flange CD.



Fig. P.lO.10



P.lO.11 The closed, thin-walled, hexagonal section shown in Fig. P.10.11 supports a shear load of 30 kN applied along one side. Determine the shear flow distribution round the section if the walls are of constant thickness throughout. Ans. qoB = 155 - O-OO~SA’, qBc = 140 - 0.6sB - O.003sB2, qcD = 50 - 1.2sC + 0.003sc2, qDE = 0.006~D’- 0.6sD - 40. Remainder of distribution follows by symmetry. All shear flows in N/mm.



Fig. P.10.11
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P.10.12 A closed section, thin-walled beam has the shape of a quadrant of a circle and is subjected to a shear load S applied tangentially to its curved side as shown in Fig. P.10.12. If the walls are of constant thickness throughout determine the shear flow distribution round the section. A ~ s . qoA= S(COS0 - 0*45)/0*62r qAB =



S ( 0 . 3 5 -0.707r~ ~~ + 0.257r2)/0*62r3.



Fig. P.10.12



P.10.13 An overhead crane runs on tracks supported by a thin-walled beam whose closed cross-section has the shape of an isosceles triangle (Fig. P.10.13). If the walls of the section are of constant thickness throughout determine the position of its shear centre. Ans.



0.71 m from horizontal wall.



Fig. P.10.13



P.10.14 A box girder has the singly symmetrical trapezoidal cross-section shown in Fig. P.10.14. It supports a vertical shear load of 500 kN applied through its shear centre and in a direction perpendicular to its parallel sides. Calculate the shear flow distribution and the maximum shear stress in the section. Ans.



40, = 36S)sA X 103/I, . ~ -~5sB2/2 3 + 5~,/2)x 103/z, 9Bc= 6 ~ , ( -32s,) x 103/1,, I, in m4; s,, etc., in m T~~ = 32 N/mmz. qAB



=6
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Fig. P.10.14
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